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FY 18 National Highway Freight Program Staff Recommended Projects

SUBJECT:

Purpose
To review and discuss FY 18 National Highway Freight Program (NHFP) projects.
Action
Review of proposed FY 18 NHFP project selection process and projects for action in September.
Background
The NHFP is a formula freight program created under the FAST Act. The NHFP provides approximately $15 million
(federal) annually to Colorado. A staff recommendation has been developed for the Fiscal Year 2018. For Fiscal
Year 2018 $18.4 million (federal and state) are available for freight specific projects. CDOT Staff has
recommended six projects to be funded. Per federal requirements, these projects will be identified in the Freight
Investment Plan upon approval by the Transportation Commission (TC).
Details
Project Selection Process
In June 2018, staff came to TC to provide an overview of the Multi Objective Decision Analysis (MODA) structured
decision tool and its application to NHFP project selection process. This month, staff is providing TC with a holistic
overview of the NHFP project selection process and outcomes of the process in the form of a staff recommended
project list.
CDOT staff has updated the process for project selection for NHFP. Primarily, MODA has been incorporated into the
process along with other traditional inputs such as regional priorities, State Transportation Advisory Committee
(STAC) and Colorado Freight Advisory Council (FAC) input. The process started with a joint workshop that brought
together CDOT staff (Division of Transportation Development, Regions, and Transportation Systems Management &
Operations) to define the MODA methodology for NHFP. As outlined in detail last month, this included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aligning of programmatic goals areas with CDOT goal areas;
Establishing programmatic criteria;
Quantifying measures;
Weighting of goal areas; and
Normalizing of scores and calculating overall MODA value for projects.

Next, CDOT Headquarters initiated a call for projects with the CDOT Regions. During this phase, CDOT regional
planning staff worked with local planning partners to identify the most appropriate projects for submission. Once
the projects were received by CDOT Headquarters, projects were scored by CDOT regional planning staff and CDOT
Headquarters staff. After the projects were scored, the predetermined scales and weighting were applied which
lead to preliminary MODA results. The preliminary MODA results were then used in the peer review session. In the
peer review session, regional and headquarters staff had the opportunity to discuss scoring philosophy. The goal of
the peer review session was to develop consistent scoring practices and as a result led to scoring changes. Next,
MODA results were shared with the FAC for review and comment. The FAC Steering Committee gave staff 3 key
guiding principles to inform project selection. These include:
1.
2.
3.

Freight Nexus – freight specific projects are preferred over projects that offer general traffic
benefits.
Highly Visible Freight Projects – construction projects have more visibility.
Freight as a Statewide Issue – geographic distribution throughout the state.

Staff translated the FAC guiding principles into criteria and weighting. This resulted in refinements to the MODA
results. Next, the MODA results and FAC comments were used in a programmatic review that analyzed connectivity
to the Colorado Freight Plan priorities of commercial vehicle safety, commercial vehicle mobility, and truck
parking. The results were taken to CDOT’s Freight Executive Oversight Committee and RTDs for review and
comment. Once CDOT executive management, staff, and FAC reviewed and commented, the project list was taken
to STAC for review and comment. Finally, staff is providing the Transportation Commission with a final staff
recommended list that includes input from CDOT executive management, staff, FAC, and STAC. Once the
Transportation Commission determines the final project list, FY 18 NHFP projects awards will be announced.

Project Selection
Sixteen project requesting approximately $75 million were submitted by the five CDOT regions and the Divisions of
Highway Maintenance and Transportation Systems Management and Operations. Attachment A includes a complete
listing of all NHFP projects that were submitted for the FY 2018 call for project. The staff recommendation
includes:







I-25 South Monument Hill Climbing Lane (Region 1) - $2,500,000
US 287 Passing Lane South of Lamar (Region 2) - $4,500,000
I-70 Truck Parking (Region 3) - $1,625,000
US 40/US 287 Passing Lanes (Region 4) - $4,500,000
Mountain Pass Critical Safety Needs (Region 5) - $2,400,000
Truck Parking (Region 5) - $2,220,000

Advisory Committee Input
FAC formally recommended the approval of the projects listed for recommended selection at their July 24, 2018
meeting. Included as Attachment B is the letter of support from FAC. At the July 24, 2018 meeting, STAC
unanimously concurred with the recommendation from FAC. The FY 18 NHFP staff recommendation is the same as
the FAC and STAC recommendation.
Options
1.
2.
3.

and Recommendation
Approve list of projects selected – STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Modify list of projects
Request additional information

Next Steps

September: Transportation Commission adoption of FY 18 NHFP projects.

September: Designation of Critical Rural Freight Corridors as necessary (FHWA Requirement).

September: Incorporate projects into Freight Investment Plan and the Colorado Freight Plan.
Attachments

Attachment A: FY 18 Staff Recommended NHFP Project List

Attachment B: FAC letter of support

Attachment C: NHFP Project Selection Process Presentation

*Recommended projects highlighted in green.

Project Name

I-25 South Monument Hill Climbing Lane

National Highway Freight Program
FY 18 Project Submittals
Region

NHFP Cost

NHFP Award

1

$2,500,000

$2,500,000

Project Description
Construction of a climbing lane at Monument Hill south of
Greenland. 1.5 mile climbing lane in the southbound
direction in the general are of MP 166 to 167. Can be
completed independently of Gap Project, yet will
complement the benefits of overall project

Current:August 2, 2018

Phasing

Design and Construction

Construction of a passing lane over several miles that
experience a high number of truck-related crashes.
US 287 Passing Lane South of Lamar

I-70 Truck Parking (to be used in during closures)

US 40/US 287 Passing Lanes

Mountain Pass Critical Safety Needs

Truck Parking - R5 (to be used during closures)

2

3

4

5

5

$6,000,000

$1,625,000

$6,000,000

$2,400,000

$2,220,000

$4,500,000

$1,625,000

$4,500,000

$2,400,000

$2,220,000

Construction

High Freight Value
• Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally
•Passing lanes are necessary for safety and mobility along long stretches of rural two-lane facilities.
•Consider shoulder improvements and areas of refuge
•Other funding sources should be included as well because there is benefit to general traffic.
High Freight Value
•Truck parking is the number 1 focus area of the Freight Advisory Council
•Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally

Design and Construction

High Freight Value
• Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally
•Passing lanes are necessary for safety and mobility along long stretches of rural two-lane facilities.
•Consider shoulder improvements and areas of refuge
•Other funding sources should be included as well because there is benefit to general traffic.

Design and Construction

Construction of up to 4 truck parking locations along I-70 in
the vicinity of Glenwood Springs. Two locations are on
mainline I-70 and two locations are anticipated to be located
along US 6 between I-70 Exits 114 and 116 in Glenwood
Springs.
Evaluate the operations and safety on a 60-mile section of US
40 and 10.24 miles of US 287 and strategically add new
passing lanes at several locations. Some of the existing
passing lanes will need to be extended. In addition, this
project will address the safety components. The signs,
light/utility poles, guardrails/bridge rails, and fences will need
to be reset. This project will potentially install some wildlife
crossings.
Mountain pass safety improvements consist of lengthening
and widening chain-up stations to improve capacity and add a
buffer between live traffic. LED lighting will be added to both
sides of the truck parking location. Sub-standard road closure
gates will be replaced with gates that meet federal standards.
Mountain passes include:
• US 160A La Veta Pass, MP 258.3-276.6
•US 550B Red Mountain Pass South, MP 70-81.
•US 285B Poncha Pass North, MP 125-126.
•SH 17 Cumbres/La Manga Pass South, MP 0-1.5
•SH 17 Cumbres/La Manga Pass North, MP 16.-17.5
•SH 145 Lizard head South, MP 48-55.

Expand the Sleeping Ute truck parking from 2 to 6 spaces and
expand the Shaw Creek truck parking from 4 to 10 spaces.
Shaw Creek gets additional usage when Wolf Creek Pass
closes. Includes LED lighting improvements.

High Freight Value
•Project provides needed infrastructure improvements specific to Commercial Motor Vehicle safety
•Provides specific elements for chain-up facilities
•Addresses issues in known Commercial Motor Vehicle safety location
•Perfect example of how National Highway Freight Program funds should be used; clear freight need with targeted
strategies.
Construction

High Freight Value
•Truck parking is the number 1 focus area of the Freight Advisory Council
•Corridor is critical to regional and state connectivity
Construction

As part of the I-25 PEL, this project will complete design of
the bridges at 23rd and Speer, which experience a high
number of bridge strikes by trucks.
I-25 Central: 23rd and Speer Bridges

1

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

Freight Advisory Council Comments
High Freight Value
•Infrastructure improvement is specifically designed for Commercial Motor Vehicles and other large/slower vehicles
•Improvement will separate slower moving vehicles from general population allowing for greater mobility
•Improved safety by reducing the likelihood of lane changes to avoid slower vehicles.
•Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally
•Specific request of freight community within the corridor

PEL/Design

High Freight Value
•Infrastructure improvement is specifically designed for Commercial Motor Vehicles and other large vehicles
•Bridges addressed in this project are the only bridges on I-25 in Colorado which do not meet current minimum standards
•When completed, project will eliminate need for unnecessary lane changes by commercial vehicles
•Will address known high-frequency bridge strike location
•Specific request of freight community within the corridor

*Recommended projects highlighted in green.

National Highway Freight Program
FY 18 Project Submittals

Current:August 2, 2018

Reconstruct and realign the existing roadway to eliminate
substandard geometrics as well as construct 8’ paved
shoulders, chain-up area, and passing lanes where possible.
SH 13 Rifle North

3

$600,000

$600,000

Right-of-way

Reconstruction of westbound Bridge at US 6 (MP 244) and
construction of third lane westbound down Floyd Hill to
bridge. Construction of third lane to Twin Tunnels- either
Peak Period Shoulder Lanes (PPSL) or permanent lane.
I-70 West: Floyd Hill

1

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

Design

East and west Intersection improvements at the I-25 Eden
Interchange. Stop control and 6-way intersection on west side
being improved with a roundabout. Stop control and 4-way
intersection on east side being improved with turning lanes.
Eden Interchange Improvements

I-70 West Vail Pass Aux Lane

I-70 Dowd Junction

I-25 Connected Freight Project

I-25 North: US 36 to 120th

2

3

3

TSMO

1

4

$1,500,000

$6,500,000

$14,000,000

$3,250,000

$5,000,000

$14,200,000

$1,500,000

$6,500,000

$14,000,000

$3,250,000

$5,000,000

$14,200,000

Construction

The I-70 Mountain Corridor Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PEIS) identified west Vail pass as a priority
segment for installation of auxiliary travel lanes. This funding
will be used to analyze and obtain federal approval for final
design and land acquisition.

Improve the existing I-70 Dowd Junction interchange.
Improvements will focus on improving the substandard
geometry and gore point location of the I-70 eastbound
ramps and include a new roundabout intersection of the
eastbound ramps with US 24. When I-70 is closed, holding
area for CMVs.
Equip the I-25 N corridor with 50 Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) roadside units (RSU). The RSUs and
associated roadside equipment would enable connected
vehicle applications for freight to improve safety and mobility.
This project will provide immediate safety and mobility
benefits in the form of better roadway situational awareness
and targeted notifications to freight operators. Provides 100200 retrofits of Commercial Motor Vehicles that frequently
use corridor.
Improvements on I-25 between US 36 and 120th Potential
improvements include: auxiliary lanes, additional lane
between 84th Ave and Thornton Parkway and reconstruction
of 88th Ave Bridge.

The replacement of the Great Western Railroad bridge over I25, along with the immediately adjacent LCR 20 local road
bridge along with lengthening the adjacent southbound onramps acceleration length from the US 34 Interchange.
History of bridge strikes by trucks.

Design

Medium-High Freight Value (because ROW only and not construction)
•Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region and state
•Chain-up facilities directly benefit Commercial Motor Vehicles
•Project elements such as widened shoulder and passing lanes benefit general population and Commercial Motor
Vehicles on mountainous corridors
•NHFP is a more reasonable request when balancing Commercial Motor Vehicle and other vehicle needs
•Addresses safety issues specific to Commercial Motor Vehicles
Medium Freight Value. Needs further refinement and/or discussions with freight industry
•Infrastructure improvement is specifically designed for Commercial Motor Vehicles and other large/slower vehicles
•Improvement will separate slower moving vehicles from general traffic allowing for greater mobility
•Improved safety by reducing the likelihood of lane changes to avoid slower vehicles.
•Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally
•Project not likely to have immediate impact as studies are still pending
•Project will most likely get funded by other sources given political sensitivities

Medium Freight Value. Needs further refinement and/or discussions with freight industry
•In general, freight funds should not be used on roundabouts
•Interchange does provide access to trucking services
•Hold off for new design standards
•Needs holistic look at interchange and surrounding area
•Consider improved truck parking

Medium Freight Value. Needs further refinement and/or discussions with freight industry
•Infrastructure improvement is specifically designed for Commercial Motor Vehicles and other large/slower vehicles
•Improvement will separate slower moving vehicles from general traffic allowing for greater mobility
•Improved safety by reducing the likelihood of lane changes to avoid slower vehicles.
•Corridor is critical for freight movement within the region, state and nationally
•Project not likely to have immediate impact as studies are still pending
•Project will most likely get funded by other sources given political sensitivities
Medium Freight Value. Needs further refinement and/or discussions with freight industry

Construction

Technology Investment

Design

Design and Construction

Medium Freight Value. Needs further refinement and/or discussions with freight industry
•Funds should be used for retrofitting fleet rather than roadside units
•Preparing for technological advances is critical. CDOT should be on the forefront in using technology to improve
transportation systems. Commercial Motor Vehicles will be the earliest adopters of technology
•Request is reasonable in proportion to total project cost relative to percentage of trucks using the facility
•Industry is currently struggling to agree on standards for technology and systems
•Pilot studies will have limited long-term impact
•Too many unknowns
Low Freight Value
•General mobility improvement project; no specific freight elements
•Freight funds should not be used on managed lane projects, as Commercial Motor Vehicles will most likely in practice be
limited to using general purpose lanes

Low Freight Value
•General mobility improvement project; no specific freight elements
•Freight funds should not be used on managed lane projects, as Commercial Motor Vehicless will most likely in practice be
limited to using general purpose lanes
•Project does not have positive impact on rail movement. Rail bridge replacement facilitate widening with no direct
freight benefits. No intermodal components.

*Recommended projects highlighted in green.

Mobile Virtual Weigh Station

National Highway Freight Program
FY 18 Project Submittals

OSOW

$1,200,000

$1,200,000

The project would be a multi-purpose, multi-agency
enforcement and data collection tool that will allow CDOT
and the Ports of Entry to enforce weight laws and collect data
at critical infrastructure points. This system will help plan
manpower for effective enforcement campaigns, provide
data on resource usage and traffic volumes, and define the
need for upgrades or replacement on weight restricted
structures.

Current:August 2, 2018

Low Freight Value
•Enforcement has a secondary benefit of Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety
•Project is better suited as a CDOT tool for asset management rather than promoting mobility or safety of CMVs
Technology Investment

Transportation Commission
Colorado Department of Transportation
4201 E. Arkansas Avenue
Denver, CO 80222
August 1, 2018
Dear Chairwoman Gifford and Commissioners:
The Colorado Freight Advisory Council (FAC) recommends Transportation Commission
approval of the National Highway Freight Program (NHFP) projects for fiscal year 2018, as
identified in the attached list.
The FAC identified the following key principles to provide guidance to CDOT staff and other
stakeholders:







Support NHFP goals
Support Colorado freight goals – safety, mobility, economic vitality, maintenance,
sustainability/environmental impacts
Freight Focus – Projects with direct impact on goods movement should be prioritized
over projects with general benefits with tangential freight benefit.
Timeliness and Visibility – NHFP funds should be used on projects which will have
positive impacts on freight movement in the near future and can be examples of
successful collaboration.
Statewide Perspective – Projects should have regional benefits to freight movement
beyond the benefits to a particular community.

The FAC believes the recommended projects reflect these principles, and recommends approval
by the Transportation Commission. We appreciate the strong partnership with CDOT and look
forward to continuing to work together to identify and implement improvements supporting
the efficient movement of goods in Colorado.
Sincerely,

Jenyce Houg
Chair, Colorado Freight Advisory Council

National Highway Freight Program
Project Selection Process

Transportation Commission
August 15, 2018

Key Terms and Acronyms
National Highway Freight Program (NHFP)
Multi Objective Decision Analysis (MODA)
Freight Advisory Council (FAC)
Statewide Transportation Advisory Council (STAC)
Transportation Commission (TC)
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
Level of Safety Service (LOSS)

2

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process
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NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

1

MODA Methodology
Development

MODA Workshop
- Brings to together all applicable CDOT staff
- Defines MODA methodology for NHFP
 Aligning

of programmatic goals areas with CDOT
goal areas;
 Establishing programmatic criteria;
 Quantifying measures; and
 Weighting of goal areas.
4

National Highway Freight Program Eligibility and Evaluation Criteria
Scoring Method
Basic Eligibility
1. Is on the National Highway Freight Network (NHFN) or is a freight intermodal or freight rail project (federal requirement)
2. Is an eligible activity under the National Highway Freight Program (federal requirement)
3. Is on a Colorado Freight Corridor or other facility with evidence of significance to freight
4. Project readiness: Project must be able to go to Ad no later than June 30 of the following fiscal year (June 30, 2019)
MODA Evaluation: Goal Areas and Supporting Criteria

Scale 1-5 (Benefit)
Low Score (1)

High Score (5)

Project not likely to provide
noticeable improvement to freight
safety
Project does not address any highvolume truck crash locations
Project does not address any
commercial vehicle hotspots
Project does not address shoulders
under 8'

Project directly addresses known truck safety issues, and
identified strategies have high likelihood of improving
safety on the most critical freight corridors in the region
Project fully addresses one or more high-volume truck
crash location
Project fully addresses one or more commercial vehicle
hotspot
Project includes shoulders under or equal to 8' with
intention of widening to at least 10'

Usage (Impact)

Criterion Score (Scale x Usage)
Lowest
Highest

A. Safety (Goal Area)
A1. Freight Safety
A2. Freight Safety: High-volume truck
crash locations
A3. Freight Safety: Commercial
vehicle hotspots
A4. Freight Safety: Shoulders

B. Maintaining the System (Goal Area)
B1. Asset Management - Maintenance
No changes to maintenance needs
B2. Asset Management No change to existing infrastructure
Infrastructure
C. Mobility (Goal Area)
C1. Freight Mobility

Project not likely to provide
noticeable improvement to freight
mobility

C2.General Mobility

Project not likely to provide
noticeable improvement to general
mobility

1

20

1

20

1

20

1

20

1

5

1

5

1

15

1

15

1

15

1

15

n.a.

1

5

n.a.

1

5

n.a.

1

5

LOSS 1 = 1
LOSS 2 = 2
LOSS 3 = 3
LOSS 4 = 4

Significant reduction to maintenance needs
Existing infrastructure is replaced
Project directly addresses known truck mobility issues,
such as bottlenecks, and identified strategies have high
likelihood of improving mobility on the most critical freight
corridors in the region
Compared to other recent projects in the region, project
will provide a typical improvement in mobility and/or
access in the vicinity of economic drivers such as military
installations, major agricultural facilities, or other freight
generator

n.a.

Rural AADT-Low (<2,000) = 1
Rural, AADT-Med (2,000-4,000) = 2
Rural, AADT-High (>4,000) = 3
Urban, AADT-Low (<30,000) = 1
Urban, AADT-Med (30,000-45,000) = 2
Urban, AADT-High (>45,000) = 3

D. Economic Vitality (Goal Area)
D1. Economic Connectivity

D2. Regional Importance
E. Other Considerations

No noticeable economic impact
resulting from the project
Not critical to regional connectivity

Compared to other recent projects in the region, project
Rural, Truck AADT-Low (<200) = 1
will provide a historically large improvement in mobility
Rural, Truck AADT-Med (200-600) = 2
and/or access in the vicinity of economic drivers such as
Rural, Truck AADT-High (>600) = 3
military installations, major agricultural facilities, or other
Urban, Truck AADT-Low (<1,000) = 1
freight generator.
Urban, Truck AADT-Med (1,000-2,500) = 2
Urban, Truck AADT-High (>2,500) = 3
Critical to regional connectivity

Project provides no new truck parking
Project provides significant new truck parking facilities in
facilities, improvement to parking
an area of need, or significant improvement to existing
E1. Truck Parking
existing facilities, or operational or
facilities in an area of need, or significant operational or
technological enhancements to
technological enhancements to improve truck parking.
improve truck parking
Project provides historically large improvement in the risk,
Project does not reduce risk or
resilience, or redundancy of transportation infrastructure
E2. Risk, Resilience, Redundancy
increase resilience or redundancy of
by incorporating betterments that mitigate the risks of
transportation infrastructure
economic, social, or environmental impacts, relative to
other locations in the region
Project does not increase
Project has specific components which increase
E3. Sustainability and Environmental
sustainability or reduce impact of
sustainability or reduce environmental impact of
Impacts
environmental hazards
commercial vehicles

5

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

2

NHFP Call for
Projects

CDOT Headquarters initiates a call for
projects
- CDOT region staff identify projects
 Worked

with local planning partners

- Informed by prior developed MODA
methodology
- CDOT region staff submit projects to CDOT HQ
6

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

3

MODA Analysis

MODA Analysis
- Candidate NHFP projects were scored by region
and HQ staff
 Using

agreed upon criteria from MODA
methodology development

- Scales were applied to projects scores
- Weighting was applied to scaled project scores
- Tentative MODA results were identified
- Set the stage for Peer Review
7

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

4

Peer Review

Scoring philosophy
- Staff had an opportunity share scoring philosophy
- Goal was to develop consistent scoring practices
- Potential for project scoring to change

Finalize MODA results
- MODA insights are a starting point for discussions with:




8



CDOT Executive Management
Freight Advisory Council (FAC)
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC)
Transportation Commission (TC)

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

5

FAC Review

FAC provides review and comment
- FAC identified guiding principles
 Freight

Nexus
 Highly Visible – Project Readiness
 Freight as a Statewide Issue

Staff translated guiding principles into
criteria and weighting
9

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

6

Program Review

Staff analyzed connectivity to Freight Plan
priorities of commercial vehicle safety,
commercial vehicle mobility, and truck
parking

Resulted were reviewed by CDOT’s Freight
Executive Oversight Committee and RTDs
10

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

7

STAC Review

FAC comments were shared with STAC
STAC provided review and comment
Staff took comments under advisement

11

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

8

Staff Recommendation

Final staff recommended list takes into
consideration:
- CDOT executive management input
- Staff programmatic review
- FAC input
- STAC input

Staff recommendation is the same as the
FAC and STAC recommendation
12

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

9

TC Review and Approval

Staff provides the Transportation
Commission with a final staff
recommended list
Transportation Commission determines
final project list

13

NHFP FY 18 Project Selection Process

10 Projects Awards
Once the Transportation Commission
approves the list, projects awards are
announced

14

Resolution #18-08-XX
Resolution to approve National Highway Freight Program Projects.

Approved by the Transportation Commission on (Insert Date).

WHEREAS, in 2015, the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act created the National
Highway Freight Program to improve the efficient movement of freight on the National Highway
Freight Network; and
WHEREAS, the National Highway Freight Program is a formula program for freight projects with
funding authorized for federal fiscal year (FFY) 2016 through FFY 2020; and
WHEREAS, the National Highway Freight Program is anticipated to provide approximately $15
million (federal) annually to Colorado through FFY 2020; and
WHEREAS, projects have been identified and evaluated for federal fiscal year based on eligibility
and evaluation criteria developed in cooperation with the Freight Advisory Council (FAC) and
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC); and
WHEREAS, the eligibility and evaluation criteria were developed based on federal program
requirements and goal areas identified in the 2040 Statewide Transportation Plan, State Highway
Freight Plan (2015) and as amended August 8, 2017 and Draft Colorado Freight Plan, and
Transportation Commission Policy Directive 14.0; and
WHEREAS, projects identified for consideration based on eligibility and evaluation criteria were
reviewed by the FAC and STAC and significant input was provided on the priority of different
project and project types, the significance of project benefits to freight, and the appropriateness for
freight funding; and
WHEREAS, based on the results of evaluation and input provided, 6 projects totaling $17.745
million have been identified for National Highway Freight Program funding; and
WHEREAS, the projects identified for National Highway Freight Program funding include:







I-25 South Monument Hill Climbing Lane (Region 1) - $2,500,000
US 287 Passing Lane South of Lamar (Region 2) - $4,500,000
I-70 Truck Parking (Region 3) - $1,625,000
US 40/US 287 Passing Lanes (Region 4) - $4,500,000
Mountain Pass Critical Safety Needs (Region 5) - $2,400,000
Truck Parking (Region 5) - $2,220,000

WHEREAS, the projects identified for funding represent a balanced portfolio of projects with
significant benefits to freight mobility and safety; and
WHEREAS, the projects were identified with the support of the FAC and STAC; and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Commission approves the 6 projects identified as FY
2018 National Highway Freight Program Projects, dated September , 2018; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, in the case of approved projects that assume other funding sources,
funding approval may be reconsidered and other projects proposed in substitute if these other
sources become unavailable and project implementation is significantly delayed; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, upon completion of an approved project, any National Highway
Freight Program funds that remain as a result of project savings are to be made available for the
implementation of other projects identified for potential National Highway Freight Program
funding; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Commission directs staff to take appropriate steps to move
forward with the obligation of National Highway Freight Program funds for the approved projects,
including required designations under the National Highway Freight Network, and amendments to
Transportation Improvement Programs (TIPs) or Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP).

______________________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary
Transportation Commission of Colorado

____________________________________
Date

